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BOXPCT
IN THE UNITED STATES DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE

OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY-CHAPTER II

APPLICANT: ARNO BRILL

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.: POO, 11 22

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO: PCT/DE99/00673

INTERNATIONAL FILING DATE: 1 1 MARCH 1 999

INVENTION: "ATM SWITCHING DEVICE WITH FIRST AND SECOND
CONNECTION PATHS"

Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Washington D.C. 2023

1

AMENDMENT "A" PRIOR TO ACTION

Sir:

Applicants herewith amend the above-referenced PCT application, and

request entry of the Amendment prior to examination on the United States

Examination Phase.

IN THE SPECIFICATION :

On page 1:

replace lines 1-2 with

-SPECIFICATION

TITLE

"ATM SWITCHING DEVICE AND METHOD WITH FIRST AND SECOND

CONNECTION PATHS"

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention-

in line 3, replace "for a communication network", with -and related

method for—;



cancel line 4;

in line 5, cancel "switching equipment for";

above line 7, insert

-Description of the Related Art--;

in line 7, replace "equipments" with -equipment-;

in line 14, cancel the second "the";

in line 16, cancel "this principle ofthe";

in line 19, replace "Bytes" with -bytes-;

in line 22, cancel "(virtual path)";

in line 24, replace "equipments provide" with -equipment provides-;

in line 25, replace "allocate" with -allocates—;

in line 27, replace "equipments" with —equipment—;

in line 28, replace "have" with -has-, and replace ", but they" with -; it-

-; and

in line 29, replace "know" with -knows-, and cancel "They are called".

On page 2:

in line 1, replace "virtual" with -Virtual-, and cancel ", since, in";

in line 2, replace "," with -in that-;

in line 4, after "i.e.", insert —,—

;

in line 10, cancel "what is referred to as";

in line 11, replace "therefor (virtual channel," with -(-;

in line 13, after "i.e.", insert and replace"equipments, whereby"

with —equipment by which—;

in line 20, replace "As it has already been explained above, a" with -A-;

in line 22, replace "Thereby, only" with —Only—;

in line 23, replace "equipments" with -equipment-, and after "channel",

insert —,—

;

in line 24, after "bandwidth", insert --,--;

in line 26, replace "It is configured in" v^th -In-; and



in line 27, after "equipment", insert -is configured--.

On page 3:

in line 1, before '"assigning", insert -an-, and after "called", insert -a~;

in line 6, replace "by means of with -via--, and replace "storing means"

with -storage--;

in line 7, after "as", insert —a—;

in line 9, cancel ",";

in line 10, cancel

in line 14, after "as", insert -a~, and after "i.e.", insert

in line 15, replace "this" with -these--;

in line 17, replace "equipments" with -equipment units-;

in line 18, before "particularly", insert -e.g.,-;

in line 1 9, replace ", for example", with -)-;

in line 21, replace "equipments" with -equipment units-, and replace

"stem from" with -result from having-;

in line 22, replace "would be" with -isii-;

in line 25, cancel "subsequently", and replace "in greater" with -below

in greater detail-;

in line 28, replace "equipments 1 - 3-, whereby" with -equipment units

1-3, by which-; and

in line 29, replace "to be considered" with -discussed-, and replace

"equipments" with -equipment units-.

On page 4:

in line 6, after "i.e.", insert —,—

;

in line 8, replace "storing means 5," with -storage 5-;

in line 9, replace "It is particularly fixed in the storing means 5" with -

Particularly, the storage 5 stores—;

in line 10, replace "which" with -that-;
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in line 11, after "i.e.", insert

in line 13, replace "Let it be assumed in the" with -The--, and replace

"case," with -case assumes--;

in line 16, replace "be" with ~is~;

in line 18, after "i.e.", insert --, it--, and after "as", insert ~an~;

in line 19, after "configured", insert and replace "storing means"

with —storage—;

in line 21, cancel ", regarding this,-;

in line 25, replace "storing means" with -storage-, and replace

"represent" with -represents-;

in line 26, after "i.e.", insert and replace "storing means" with -

storage-, and replace "store" with -stores-; and

in line 29, after "as", insert -an-.

On page 5:

in line 1, replace ". As it has already been explained," with -;-;

in line 2, replace "storing means 4 store" with -storage 4 stores-;

in line 4, after "i.e.", insert —,—

;

in line 5, replace "whereby" with -by which-;

in line 6, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 9, replace "storing means" with -storage-;

in line 14, cancel the last ",";

in line 1 5, beft)re "for", insert -(-;

in line 1 6, before ",", insert —)—

;

in line 20, replace "is initially to try" with -initially tries-;

in line 21, after "as", insert —an—;

in line 22, replace "and" with -, and tries-; and

in line 23, replace "by means of with -via-, and replace "storing

means" with —storage—.



On page 6:

in line 17, replace "and" with ~, but--;

in line 18, replace "equipments" with -equipment units--; and

in line 24, after "as", insert -an--.

On page 7:

in line 2, replace —by means of- with —via—;

in line 3, after "as", insert —an--;

in line 7, replace "As it has already been explained, each" with -Each-;

in line 9, after "as", insert -an-;

in line 1 9, after "as", insert -the-;

in line 20, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 22, replace "equipments" with -equipment units-;

in line 25, replace "result" with -occur-; and

in line 27, replace "caimot efficiently be used as a result thereof.

Further" with -thus cannot be efficiently used. Furthermore-.

On page 8:

in line 1, replace the first "that" with -in which-;

in line 5, replace ", namely cleared down" with -(namely, cleared

down)—;

in line 8, after "as", insert -a-;

above line 12, insert -SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION-;

replace lines 16-18 with

According to the present invention, this object is achieved by a switching

equipment for a communication network and related method for using it, where

the switching equipment comprises an adjacent svritching equipment which is

connected to the switching equipment via connecting paths, the connecting paths

being divided into first connecting paths and second connecting paths, wherein,

when a connection request is present, the switching equipment is only authorized



for the first connecting paths for allocating a transmission channel for the

connection request, and the adjacent switching equipment that is connected to the

first switching equipment via a corresponding second connecting path is

authorized for allocating a corresponding transmission channel for the second

connecting paths.

The switching equipment comprises a first storage for storing bits of

information about the free or occupied resources of the first connecting paths; a

controller detecting, on a basis of the bits of information stored in the first storing

means, a suitable first connecting path which provides sufficient resources for a

desired connection, when a connection request is present; and a second storage for

storing bits of information about the free or occupied resources ofthe second

connecting paths, the controller selecting one of the adjacent switching equipment

on a basis of the bits of information stored in the second storage when a suitable

first connecting path could not be detected on a basis of the bits of information

stored in the first storage given a presence of a connection request, one of the

adjacent switching equipment being connected to the switching equipment via one

of the second connecting paths, which is more likely able to provide sufficient

resources for the desired connection, and the controller transmitting an inquiry

message to the selected adjacent switching equipment for allocating a

transmission channel for the desired connection. -

in line 20, after '"routing"', insert --,--;

in line 23, after "as", insert —a~; and

in line 26, after "as", insert —an—.

On page 9:

in line 1 , replace "equipments" with -equipment units-;

in line 6, after "as", insert —an—;

above line 11, insert -BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS -;

in line 12, replace ". Shovra are:" with -illustrated in the drawings.-;

in line 14, before "the", insert -is a block diagram illustrating-;



in line 17, before "the", insert -is a block diagram illustrating--;

above line 20, insert -DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMBODIMENTS-;

cancel line 20;

in line 21, replace "reference to Figure 1, whereby" with —Figure 1

shows—;

in line 22, cancel "are particularly represented";

in line 27, replace ", which is known per" with -similar to that in-; and

replace line 28 with -Figure 2. However, the critical-.

On page 10:

in lin 4, after "as", insert -a-;

in line 8, replace "whereby" with -by which-;

in line 10, after "as", insert —an—;

in line 16, after "as", insert -a-;

in lines 17-18, replace "storing means" with -storage-;

in line 21, replace "means 4, which" with -4, where the-;

in line 22, after "as", insert —an-;

in line 25, replace "storage means" with -storage-; and

in line 29, replace "Further" with -Furthermore-, and replace "storing

means" with -storage-.

On page 11:

in lines 1-2, replace "it is stored in the storage means 16" with -the

storage 16 contains information stating-;

in line 2, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 9, cancel "it";

in line 10, after "as", insert -an-, and after "i.e.", insert -,-;

in line 13, after "as", insert —an—; and

in line 20, after "as", insert -an-.



On page 12:

in line 4, after "as", insert ~an~;

in line 6, after "an", insert —appropriate—;

in line 7, replace "appropriate therefor, the control means" with -, the

controller—;

in line 8, replace "access" with -accesses-, and replace "storing means"

with —storage-;

in line 1 1 ,
replace "control means 6 search" with -controller 6 searches",

and replace "storing means" with -storage-;

in lines 13-14, replace "Further, it can be additionally considered" with -

Additionally,—;

in line 16, after "path", insert -is considered-, and replace "storing

means" with -storage-, and cancel "it";

in line 24, replace "storing means" with -storage-;

in line 26, replace "storing means" with -storage-, and replace ".. Since

merely" with — . Since—;

in line 27, replace "are" with -is-; and

in line 29, replace "thereof with -of this-.

On page 13:

in line 10, replace "control means" with -controller-;

in line 1 1 , replace "storing means" with -storage-;

in line 12, after "as", insert —an—;

in line 14, cancel "thereof;

in line 15, after "as", insert —a-;

in line 16, replace "equipments" with -equipment units-;

in line 17, replace "control means access" with -controller accesses-;

in line 18, replace storing means" with -storage-, and replace "detect"

with —detects—;



in line 20, replace "As it has already been explained, merely" with ~

Only-;

in line 23, replace "storing means" with -storage-, and replace the last

"case" with —situation—; and

in line 27, cancel "thereof.

On page 14:

in line 1 , replace "merely" with —only—;

in line 3, replace "control means" with -controller-, and replace

"recognize" with —recognizes—;

in line 5, replace "select" with -selects-, and after "as", insert -an-;

in line 10, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 12, replace "for [...] it" with and after "as", insert -an-;

in line 19, replace "by means of with —via—;

in line 21, after "i.e.", insert
;

in line 22, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 23, replace "by means of with -via-;

in line 26, replace "control means" with -controller-; and

in line 27, replace "control means" with -controller-.

On page 15:

in line 6, after "as", insert -an-, and after "i.e.", insert -,-;

in line 9, cancel "it should be pointed out that,—;

in line 10, after "as", insert —a—;

in lines 11-12, replace "storing means" with -storage;

in line 13, replace "Exclusively the" with -The-, and after "as", insert -

an—;

in line 14, after "to", insert —exclusively—; and

below line 1 5, insert

The above-described switching equipment and related method are

illustrative of the principles ofthe present invention. Numerous modifications
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and adaptions thereof will be readily apparent to those skilled in this art without

departing from the spirit and scope ofthe present invention.--.

On page 16:

cancel lines 1-8.

5 IN THE CLAIMS :

On page 17, at line 1, replace "Patent Claims" with --WE CLAIM AS

OUR INVENTION-.

Please amend claims 1-8 as follows:

1 . (Amended) Switching equipment [(1)] for a communication network,

10 said communication network comprising:

an adjacent switching equipment which is connected to said [whereby

the] switching equipment [(1) is connected] via [at least one] connecting paths

[path (9 - 15) to at least one other adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) of the

communication network, and]^

1 5 said [whereby the] coimecting paths [(9, 1 5) connected to the switching

equipment (1) are] being divided into first [(9 - 1 1)] connecting paths and second

[(12 - 15)] connecting paths, wherein [whereby], when a coimection request is

present, said [the] switching equipment [(1)] is only authorized for said [the] first

coimecting paths [(9 - 1 1)] for allocating a transmission channel for said [this]

20 connection request, and said [whereas the] adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)]

that is connected to said [the] first switching equipment [(1)] via a [the]

corresponding second connecting path is authorized for allocating a corresponding

transmission channel for said [the] second connecting paths [(12-15)],

said switching equipment comprising:

25 a [with] first storage [storing means (4)] for [purposes of] storing bits of

information about said [the] free or occupied resources of said [the] first

connecting paths [(9 - 1 1), and];
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a controller detecting [with control means (6) in order to], on a [the]

basis of said [the] bits of information stored in said [the] first storing means [(4)],

[detect] a suitable first connecting path [(9 - 1 1),] which provides sufficient

resources for a [the] desired connection, when a coimection request is present ; and

5 [, characterized in that]

a second storage [storing means (16) are present] for [purposes of]

storing bits of information about said [the] free or occupied resources of said [the]

second connecting paths [(12 - 15)], [and that]

said controller selecting [the control means (6) are fashioned such that

10 they select an] one of said adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)] on a [the] basis

of said [the] bits of information stored in said [the] second storage [storing means

(16)] when a suitable first connecting path [(9 - 1 1)] could not be detected on a

[the] basis of said [the] bits of information stored in said [the] first storage

[storing means (4)] given a presence of a coimection request,

15 said one of the adjacent [which] switching equipment [(2, 3) is] being

connected to said [the] switching equipment [(1)] via one of said [a] second

coimecting paths [path (12 - 15)], which is more likely able to provide [probably

provides] sufficient resources for said [the] desired coimection, and

said controller transmitting [such that they transmit] an inquiry message

20 to said [the] selected adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)] for [purposes of]

allocating a transmission channel for said [the] desired coimection.

2. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 1 , wherein

[characterized in that,] said controller is [the control means (6) are] fashioned

such that it [they], subsequent to said [the] detection of a suitable first connecting

25 path [(9 - 11)], transmits [transmit] bits of information about an [the] allocated

transmission channel for said [the] desired connection and bits of information

about said [the] detected connecting path [(9- 1 1)] to said [the] adjacent switching

equipment [(2, 3)], which is connected to said [the] first switching equipment

[(1)] via said [the] detected first connecting path [(9-11)].
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3 . (Amended) Switching eqiiipment according to claim 2, wherein

[characterized in that] said controller is [the control means (6) are] fashioned such

that it [they], when a first connecting path [(9- 11)] with resources that are

sufficient for said [the] connection request could not be detected, transmits said

5 [transmit the] inquiry message for allocating a transmission channel for said [the]

desired coimection to said [the] adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)] in [the form

of] a forward message without bits of information about said [the] connecting path

or said [the] transmission channel.

4. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 1. wherein [one of

10 the previous claims, characterized in that] said controller is [the control means (6)

are] fashioned such that it [they], subsequent to said [the] inquiry message to said

[the] adjacent switching equipment [equipments (2, 3)] selected by said controller

[the control means (6)] and subsequent to said [the] allocation of a transmission

channel vk [by means of] said [the] adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3), renew]

15 , renews said [the] bits of information, which are stored in said [the] second

storage [storing means (6)], on a [the] basis of a confirmation message of said

[the] adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)], whereby said [the] confirmation

message comprises [comprise] bits of information about said [the] transmission

channel allocated by said [the] adjacent switching equipment [(2, 3)], about [the]

20 resources occupied for said [the] desired connection and about said [the] second

connecting path [(12 - 15)] selected via [by means of] said [the] adjacent

switching equipment [(2, 3)].

5. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 1. wherein [one of

the previous claims, characterized in that] said [the] communication between said

25 [the] switching equipment [(1)] and said [the] adjacent [further] switching

equipment [equipments (2, 3) of the communication network] ensues via B-ISUP

signalization messages.
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6. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 1. further

comprising: [one of the previous claims, characterized in that]

a third storage [storing means (5) are provided] for [purposes of] storing

configuration data of saM [the] switching equipment [(1)], [whereby] wherein said

[the] configuration data prescribe, regarding said [the] switching equipment [(1)],

which of said [the] connecting paths connected to said [the] switching equipment

[(1)] are first connecting paths [(9 - 11)], for which said [the] switching

equipment [(1)] is authorized for allocating a transmission channel when a

connection request is present, and which of said [the] connecting paths are second

connecting paths [(12 - 15)], for which said [the] switching equipment [(1)] is not

authorized, but for which a corresponding said [correspondingly] adjacent

switching equipment [(2, 3)] is authorized for allocating a transmission channel

for said [the] connection request.

7. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 6, wherein

[characterized in that] said [the] configuration data stored in said [the] third

storage [storing means (5)] prescribe to which said adjacent switching equipment

[(2, 3)] said [the] switching equipment [(1)] is to detect a connecting path when a

connection request is present.

8. (Amended) Switching equipment according to claim 1. wherein said

communication network is [Utilization of a switching equipment according to one

of the previous claims in] an ATM broadband communication network.

Please add the following claims 9-16.

9. A method for using switching equipment in a commxmication network,

said communication network comprising said switching equipment,

adjacent switching equipment and connecting paths, said connecting paths

connecting said switching equipment to said adjacent switching equipment.
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said connecting paths comprising first connecting paths and second

connecting paths,

said switching equipment comprising a controller, a first storage, and a

second storage,

5 said method comprising the steps of:

authorizing, by said switching equipment, an allocation of a transmission

channel in response to a connection request only for said first connecting paths;

authorizing, by said adjacent switching equipment, an allocation of a

transmission chaimel in response to a connection request only for said second

10 connecting paths;

storing, by said first storage, bits of information about fi-ee or occupied

resources of said first connecting paths;

detecting, by said controller, a suitable first connecting path based on

said bits of information stored in said first storage which provides for desired

1 5 connections, when a connection request for a desired connection is present;

storing, by said second storage, bits of information about free or

occupied resoiu-ces of said second coimecting paths;

when a suitable first connecting path could not be detected in said step

of detecting a suitable first connecting path,

20 selecting, by said controller, an adjacent switching equipment

on a basis of said bits of information stored in said second storage when a suitable

first connecting path could not be detected in said step of detecting a suitable first

connecting path;

transmitting, by said controller, an inquiry message to said

25 selected adjacent switching equipment for allocating a transmission channel for

said desired cormection requested by said cormection request; and

allocating a transmission channel for said desired connection.
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1 0. The method according to claim 9, further comprising the step of:

transmitting, by said controller subsequent to said step of detecting a

suitable first connecting path, bits of information about said allocated

transmission channel and bits of information about said detected first connecting

5 path;

1 1 . The method according to claim 10, wherein said inquiry message

transmitted in said step oftransmitting the inquiry message is transmitted as a

forward message without bits of information about said connecting paths or said

transmission channel.

10 12. The method according to claim 9, further comprising the step of:

renewing said bits of information stored in said second storage, by said

controller subsequent to said step of transmitting an inquiry message and

subsequent to said step of allocating a transmission channel, based on a

confirmation message of said adjacent switching equipment, said confirmation

1 5 message comprising bits of information about said transmission channel allocated

by said adjacent switching equipment, about resources occupied for said desired

connection, and about said second connecting path selected by said adjacent

switching equipment.

1 3 . The method according to claim 9, wherein commimication between said

20 switching equipment and said adjacent switching equipment ensues via B-ISUP

signalization messages.

14. The method according to claim 9, wherein said switching equipment

further comprises a third storage, said method further comprising the step of:

storing configuration data of said switching equipment by said third

25 storage, wherein said configuration data comprise information about which of said

connecting paths connected to said switching equipment are first connecting paths
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for which said switching equipment is authorized for allocating a transmission

charmel when a connection request is present, and which of said connecting paths

are second connecting paths for which said switching equipment is not authorized,

but for which an adjacent switching equipment is authorized for allocating a

transmission channel for said connection request.

15. The method according to claim 14 wherein said configuration data

further comprises information about which adjacent switching equipment said

switching equipment is to detect a connection path when a coimection request is

present.

16. The method according to claim 9, wherein said communication network

is an ATM broadband communication network.

IN THE ABSTRACT :

On page 20:

cancel line 3;

in line 5, after "equipment", insert "is provided", and replace "whereby"

with —by which—;

in line 7, replace "equipments" with —equipment units—;

in line 12, replace "storage means" with —storage--;

in line 13, replace "equipments" with -equipment units—;

in line 16, replace "storing means" with —storage—; and

cancel line 20.
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SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

The present invention relates to a SAvitching equipment for a communication network

according to the preamble of claim 1. In particular, the present invention relates to a

switching equipment for an ATM broadband communication network.

In communication networks, a plurality of switching equipments, which serve as

network nodes, are physically connected to one another via connecting paths. For

purposes of setting up a connection between two users of the communication network,

an appropriate connecting path, proceeding from the destination node, must be initially

determined from the calling user to the called user.

In order the facilitate the determination of the appropriate connecting path (routing),

the principle of the virtual connections has been invented, which is particularly applied

in ATM broadband communication networks (asynchronous transfer mode). The

transport ofthe data via the network is facilitated with the aid of this principle of the

virtual connections and therefore is accelerated. According to the ATM standard, the

data to be transmitted are transmitted in the form of cells, which generally comprise a

control field (header) of 5 bytes and an information field (payload) of 48 Bytes. The

sent ATM cells, corresponding to the bits of information prescribed in their headers,

are passed through the communication network on "virtual paths" or "virtual

connections" (virtual path). According to the principle of the virtual connections, the

path to the destination is prescribed only once at the beginning. The individual

switching equipments provide this desired switching path with a code that is valid

respectively between two adjacent network nodes and allocate the code to the

connection. This code is respectively noted in the control field (header) of the cells

(virtual path connection identifier, VPCI). Therefore, the switching equipments no

longer have to prepare the destination path anew when an ATM cell arrives, but they

merely look at the code and thus know the desired destination. They are called
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"virtual connections", since, in contrast to real connections in the communication

network, the transmission channel is not permanently busy for the duration of the

connection, but the transmission channel is occupied only when data to be transmitted

are actually present, i.e. that packets or cells of a connection are not transmitted

5 without pauses during the entire connection time, but packets of other connections are

forwarded in the pauses on the same transmission path at the same time.

What derives from the previously explained principle ofthe virtual connections is that

a plurality oftransmission chaimels are transmitted via a virtual connection (virtual

path connection,VPC). Each transmission receives a what is referred to as virtual

channel therefor (virtual channel, VC), so that a virtual path can comprise a plurality of

virtual channels. The allocation ofthe virtual channels ensues in the network nodes,

i.e. the individual switching equipments, whereby, when a virtual channel is allocated

or, respectively occupied, the resource (bandwidth) required for the respective

transmission of the virtual channel must be occupied at the same time. The basic

method for the occupancy of a virtual channel and therefore of the bandwidth for the

respective connection is, according to the ITU-T recommendation Q.2764

(International Telecommunications Union), defined as follows:

2 0 As it has already been explained above, a virtual chaimel is prescribed between two

adjacent network nodes or, respectively, switching equipments when the appropriate

transmission path or, respectively, connecting path is prescribed. Thereby, only one of

the two adjacent switching equipments is allowed to assign the virtual channel and

therefore the occupied bandwidth in order to avoid a counter-occupancy of

2 5 transmission channels and also in order to exclude a counter-occupancy of the

bandwidth for the individual transmissions. It is configured in each switching

equipment which ofthe connected connecting paths the respective switching

equipment is allowed to assign a virtual channel and therefore a bandwidth to be

occupied. The switching equipment authorized for allocating a virtual channel is called

10

15
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"assigning exchange", whereas the other switching equipment, in this case, is called

"non-assigning exchange". Each switching equipment monitors or, respectively, keeps

track of the free or, respectively, occupied bandwidth of exclusively the virtual

connections for which the switching equipment is configured as "assigning exchange".

5 The administration of the free or, respectively, occupied bandwidth ensues in the form

of a table, which is realized by means of a file or another storing means, and which is

referred to as "bandwidth pool".

A switching equipment, which is configured as a "non-assigning exchange" for a

1 0 specific virtual connection, is not allowed to occupy a virtual channel for this virtual

connection and therefore is not allowed to occupy a bandwidth for a connection

request either. Particularly according to the prior art, a switching equipment is not to

keep track of the free or, respectively, occupied bandwidth of virtual cormections, for

which it is configured as "non-assigning exchange', i.e. that a "bandwidth pool" is not

15 to be kept in the corresponding switching equipment regarding this virtual connections,

since the "bandwidth pools" that are simultaneously kept in the two switching

equipments would otherwise never be identical in the course of the switching traffic

(particularly during the connection setup between the B-ISUP- messages "release

message" (REL) and "release complete" (RLC), for example. Besides, the "bandwidth

2 0 pools" would otherwise diverge due to different calculation algorithms in the two

switching equipments, which can stem from different manufacturers or network

providers; this would be particularly serious when the bit rates are not constant.

The switching method, which has previously been proposed according to the ITU-T-

2 5 recommendation Q.2764, is subsequently explained in greater on the basis of Figure 2.

Figure 2 exemplary shows the section of a communication network with three

switching equipments 1-3, whereby, in the present case, the switching equipment 1 is

to be considered in greater detail. The individual switching equipments 1 - 3 are

3 0 connected to one another respectively via a plurality ofvirtual connecting paths



(virtual path connection, VPC) 8-15. The switching equipment 1 comprises a central

control device 6, which is responsible for processing incoming coimection requests and

for the corresponding connection setup to the other switching equipments 2 and 3. In

particular, when a coimection request is present, the control device 6 selects a suitable

5 connecting path to an adjacent switching device 2, 3 and occupies - if possible - the

bandwidth required for the connection request, i.e. that it allocates a virtual

transmission channel to an adjacent switching device 2, 3. The switching equipment 1

comprises storing means 5, in which the fiinction of the switching equipment 1 is

configured. It is particularly fixed in the storing means 5 for which of the connecting

10 paths 9-15, which are coimected to the switching equipment 1, the switching

equipment 1 can become active, i.e. for which of the connected connecting paths 9 -

15 the switching equipment 1 itself is allowed to allocate a virtual channel and

therefore is allowed to assign bandwidths. Let it be assumed, in the present case, that

the switching equipment 1 is allocation-authorized for the connecting paths 9-11 and

15 therefore is allowed to give the required bandwidth when a connection request is

present. On the other hand, the switching equipment 2 be allocation-authorized for the

connecting paths 12, 13, whereas the switching equipment 3 is allocation-authorized

for the coimecting paths 14, 15, i.e. is presupposed as "assigning exchange". For

example, it is also configured in the storing means 5, via which of the adjacent network

2 0 nodes a connecting path is generally to be set up when a connection request is present.

For example, it can be fixed, regarding this, that the switching equipment 1 always

selects a connecting path via the switching equipment 2 when a connection request is

present.

2 5 The switching equipment 1 also comprises storing means 4, which represent the

previously described "bandwidth pool", i.e. that the storing means 4 store a table in.

which the free or, respectively, occupied bandwidth of all connecting paths connected

to the switching equipment 1 is administered, for which bandwidth the switching

equipment 1 is allocation-allocation-authorized and becomes active as "assigning
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exchange". As it has already been explained, this is merely the case for the connecting

paths 9 - 11 in the present case. As shown in Figure 2, the storing means 4 store the

respectively occupied resources for each adjacent destination node 2, 3 and for each

allocation-authorized connecting path 9 - 11, i.e. that they store the respectively

5 occupied bandwidth, whereby each connecting path (virtual path connection, VPC) is

identified by means of a corresponding identifier (virtual path connection identifier,

VPCI). Each virtual connecting path can comprise a plurality ofvirtual channels that

have been allocated by the switching equipment 1 to this connecting path, so that the

table (bandwidth pool) stored in the storing means 4 considers the virtual channels

1 0 allocated for each connecting path with the aid of an identifier (virtual channel

identifier, VCI) and considers the bandwidth that is respectively occupied for the

corresponding virtual channel.

When a connection request is present, which is supphed to the switching equipment 1,

15 for example, via a fiirther connecting path bundle 7 of a further (not shown) adjacent

switching equipment, a suitable connecting path and a suitable transmission channel are

fixed as follows:

As soon as the switching equipment 1 receives a connection request, the switching

2 0 equipment 1 is initially to try to occupy a connecting path, for which the switching

equipment 1 is configured as "assigning exchange", with an appropriate transmission

channel and to assign the bandwidth required for the connection request. This ensues

by means of evaluating the table deposited in the storing means 4. For example, when

a connection request is present that would occupy approximately 40 % ofthe

2 5 bandwidth available in total on the connecting path 9, the switching equipment 1 could

select the connecting path 9 for the desired connection and could allocate a virtual

channel VCI-C and assign the bandwidth given the situation shown in Figure 2. The

transmission of control messages between the individual switching equipments 1-3

ensues according to the B-ISUP signalization protocol, so that the switching



equipment 1, subsequent to the allocation of a virtual channel, informs the switching

equipment 2 about the selected connecting path and the allocated transmission channel

(potentially the occupied bandwidth) in the form of corresponding identifiers (virtual

path connection identifier, VPCI and virtual channel identifier, VCI), whereby this

5 ensues in the form of the first B-ISUP-forward message (initial address message,

lAM).

On the other hand, when the switching equipment 1 was not able to detect a suitable

transmission channel in the connection paths 9 - 1 1 for which it is configured as

1 0 "assigning exchange", the connection must ensue via one of the connecting paths 12 -

15, for which the switching equipment 1 is configured as "non-assigning exchange". In

this case, the switching equipment 1 is not allowed to allocate a transmission channel

and is not allowed to assign bandwidth for the desired connection, but must inquire the

adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 about the required bandwidth. For this purpose, the

15 switching equipment acting as "non-assigning exchange" does not insert identifiers

into the B-ISUP-forward message lAM via the selected connecting path and the

allocated transmission channel (VPCI, VCI) and sends this B-ISUP-forward message

to one of the adjacent switching equipments 2, 3. This ensues without the switching

equipment 1 having bits of information about whether the bandwidth required for the

2 0 desired connection can be provided by the corresponding switching equipment at all.

After receipt of the requests for the allocation of a transmission channel, the

corresponding switching equipment 2, 3, if possible, allocates a transmission channel

on one of the connecting paths, for which the corresponding switching equipment is

configured as "assigning exchange", to the desired connection. For example, when the

2 5 switching equipment 1 has transmitted a request for allocating a transmission channel

to the switching equipment 2, the switching equipment 2 can search for an appropriate

transmission channel merely on the connecting paths 12 and 13. When the switching

equipment 2, in this case, is able to allocate an appropriate transmission channel on the

connecting paths 12 and 13, the switching equipment 1 is informed ofthe selected
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connecting path and of the selected transmission channel in the form of the identifiers

VPCI, VCI by means ofthe switching equipment 2 in a corresponding first B-ISUP-

return-message, which is referred to as "initial address message" (lAM).

5 The following problems result fi:om the previously described course of action:

As it has already been explained, each switching equipment 1 merely has bits of

information about the bandwidth available on the coimecting paths for which the

respective switching equipment has been configured as "assigning exchange", namely

1 0 for which the respective switching equipment is authorized for allocating a

transmission channel and for occupying corresponding bandwidth. For example, when

the switching equipment 1, in Figure 2, is not able to find an appropriate connecting

path among these connecting paths for a present connection request, the occupancy

message, namely the request regarding the occupancy of a transmission channel, is

15 simply sent to the first best adjacent switching equipment 2, 3. This ensues without

knowing whether the respective adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 provides sufficient

resources for the desired connection. When the adjacent switching equipment 2, 3

contacted by the switching equipment 1 is not able to provide the required bandwidth

on the connecting paths for which the switching equipment 2, 3 is configured as

2 0 "assigning exchange", the connection request is rejected by means of a B-ISUP-retum-

message lAR (initial address reject). In this case, the switching equipment 1 tries again

and inquires another one ofthe adjacent switching equipments 2, 3 about whether it

can provide a suitable connecting path for the desired connection (re-routing).

Generally, the number of these re-routing processes is limited to one trial, so that a re-

2 5 routing via a third connecting path can basically not result. However, the resources on

the coimecting paths, for which the switching equipment 1 is configured as "non-

assigning exchange", cannot efficiently be used as a result thereof Further, what

derives from the previously described course of action is that the likelihood of a

successfiil connection setup due to the fact that the switching equipment 1, for the case
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that it itself cannot detect a suitable connecting path, is reduced and that a 'blind traffic'

can occur. However, when a suitable connecting path between the switching

equipment 1 and an adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 is not found, ail connecting

paths that have already been set up before the switching equipment 1, would have to

5 be retroactively released, namely cleared down; this is extremely complex.

Finally, it also derives from the previously cited reasons that a switching equipment

should not be configured as "non-assigning exchange" for all connecting paths present

between two switching equipments, since this would be extremely ineflScient for a

10 successflil coimection setup.

Therefore, the present invention is based on the object offashioning a switching

equipment of the species cited above such that the likelihood of a successful

connection setup and the efficiency ofthe cormection setup is increased.

15

According to the present invention, this object is achieved by means ofthe features

cited in claim 1. The subclaims describe advantageous and preferred exemplary

embodiments ofthe present invention.

2 0 According to the present invention, the connection path search, namely the "routing" is

fashioned significantly more efficient in that the switching equipment also keeps bits of

information about the momentary occupancy of the connecting paths for the

connecting paths, for which it is configured as "non-assigning exchange". In

particular, these bits of information are deposited in the form of a data shadow table

25 ("shadow bandwidth pool"). When the switching equipment is not able to detect a

suitable connecting path among the connecting paths for which it itself is configured as

"assigning exchange", the switching equipment, on the basis of the bits of information

stored in this shadow table, can select an adjacent switching equipment that provides,

with great probability, sufficient resources for the connection request. Adjacent
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switching equipments that are Hkely not to be able to provide the required bandwidth

are not taken into consideration for the "routing process" at all.

As a result of this embodiment of the present invention, the number ofthe success&l

5 connection trials can be significantly increased in the case that the switching equipment

cannot detect any suitable connecting paths, for which it itself is configured as

"assigning exchange" . The blind traffic, which is conditioned by hopeless connection

setups, is significantly reduced and the efficiency of the path search is considerably

increased.

10

The invention is subsequently explained in greater detail on the basis of a preferred

embodiment. Shown are:

Figure 1 the exemplary construction of a preferred embodiment of a switching

15 equipment according to the present invention, and

Figure 2 the exemplary construction of a known switching equipment for an ATM

communication network.

2 0 The invention is subsequently explained on the basis of a preferred embodiment upon

reference to Figure 1, whereby the differences ofthe present invention vis-a-vis the

known switching equipment shown in Figure 2 are particularly represented. The

switching equipment shown in Figure 1 is based on the switching equipment shown in

Figure 2, so that the previously described way of functioning of the known switching

2 5 equipment is expressly referenced here.

The switching equipment 1 shown in Figure 1 functions in a way, which is known per

se, as it has previously been explained on the basis of Figure 2. However, the critical

difference of the present invention vis-a-vis the known switching equipment is the fact
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that, according to the present invention, the switching equipment 1 also stores bits of

information about the occupancy of the connecting paths that are connected to the

switching equipment 1, for which connecting paths the switching equipment 1 is

configured as "non-assigning exchange", namely for which the switciiing equipment 1

5 is not authorized for the allocation of a transmission channel (virtual channel, VC) and

for the corresponding occupancy of the bandwidth when a connection request is

present. Given the exemplary embodiment shown in Figure 1, this is particularly the

case with respect to the connecting paths 12 - 15, whereby the switching equipment 2

is configured as "assigning exchange" concerning the connecting paths 12, 13 and the

10 switching equipment 3 is configured as "assigning exchange" concerning the

connecting paths 14, 15, and only the switching equipment 2 or, respectively, 3 is

allowed to allocate a transmission channel and a corresponding bandwidth when a

connection request is present about these connecting paths 12-15.

15 The switching equipment 1 administers the bits of information about the occupied

resources of the respective connecting paths, for which it is configured as "non-

assigning exchange", in the form of a shadow table that is deposited in further storing

means 16. This shadow table can be particularly realized in the form of a file or in the

form of a physical storage unit. This shadow table ("shadow bandwidth pool") is

2 0 essentially analogously structured to the table ("bandwidth pool") deposited in the

storage means 4, which table administers the connecting paths 9 - 1 1, for which the

switching equipment 1 is configured as "assigning exchange". This means that the

momentary occupancy of the individual connecting paths 12-16 and the virtual

channels ("virtual channel, VC) momentarily allocated via these connecting paths are

2 5 also defined in this table, which is deposited in the storing means 16. Each connecting

path is identified in the form of an identifier ("virtual path connection identifier, VPCI),

and the transmission channels that are momentarily fixed via this connecting path are

specified in the form of "virtual channel identifiers, VCI" for each connecting path.

Further, the table deposited in the storing means 1 6 contains how many resources are
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momentarily occupied by the respective connection. For example, it is stored in the

storing means 1 6 that the transmission, which is specified by means of the identifier

VCI - C, momentarily occupies 80 % of the bandwidth available via the connecting

path 12 (VPCI = 12). Corresponding bits of information are kept for all other

5 connecting paths 12 - 15, for which the switching equipment 1 is not authorized for the

allocation of a transmission channel and for the occupancy ofbandwidth.

For example, when the switching equipment 1 receives a connection request via the

connecting path bundle 7, the switching equipment 1 initially tries - as it has already

1 0 been explained on the basis of Figure 2 - to act as "assigning exchange", i.e. that the

switching equipment 1 tries to occupy a suitable transmission channel and a

corresponding bandwidth in the connecting paths, for which the switching equipment 1

is configured as "assigning exchange". In the present exemplary embodiment, this is

the case regarding the connecting paths 9-11. When a suitable connecting path,

15 which provides sufficient resources for the desired connection, has been detected by

the switching equipment 1 from the connecting paths 9 - 11, the switching equipment 1

allocates a transmission channel to the desired connection on the detected connecting

path and occupies the required bandwidth. The switching equipment 1 subsequently

informs the corresponding adjacent switching equipment 2 or 3, in the form ofthe first

2 0 B-ISUP-forward message, namely in the form of the what is referred to as lAM-

message ("initial address message"), of the "virtual path connection identifier" (VPCI)

and the "virtual channel identifier" (VCI) of the occupied channel. To that extent, the

fimction ofthe inventive switching equipment shown in Figure 1 corresponds to the

function of the switching equipment that is already known (compare Figure 2).

25

However, when the switching equipment 1, on the basis ofthe connecting paths 9-11

for which the switching equipment 1 is authorized for the allocation of a transmission

channel and for the occupancy of bandwidth, is not able to detect a suitable connecting

path that provides sufficient resources for the desired connection, the switching
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equipment 1 must act as "non-assigning exchange" and must inquire one of the

adjacent switching equipments 2, 3 about the required bandwidth. Tliis means that the

switching equipment 1 must detect a suitable adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 that

acts as "assigning exchange" for one ofthe connecting paths connected to the

5 switching equipment 1. In the exemplary embodiment shown in Figure 1, this is

particularly the case with respect to the coimecting paths 12-15. In order to detect an

adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 appropriate therefor, the control means 6 of the

switching equipment 1 access the bits of information deposited in the storing means

16, namely access the shadow table (shadow bandwidth pool).

10

The control means 6 search the bits ofinformation deposited in the storing means 16

for an adjacent switching equipment 2, 3 that is highly likely to be able to provide the

bandAvidth required for the present connection request. Further, it can be additionally

considered, for purposes of detecting the adjacent switching equipment to be

15 contacted, which of the adjacent switching equipments 2, 3 offers the shortest

connecting path. This default is normally deposited in the storing means 5, since - as it

has already been explained on the basis of Figure 2 - it is configured, already at the

beginning of the initial operation, via which adjacent switching equipment a connection

setup should normally ensue.

20

Let is be initially assumed, in the present case, that a connection request, which would

occupy approximately 20 % of the resources available in total on one of the connecting

paths 9 - 15, is present at the switching equipment 1. Given the situation shown in

Figure 1 and the table content of the storing means 4 and 1 6 shown in Figure 1 , this

2 5 would mean that the switching equipment 1 initially searches the table content (band

width pool) of the storing means 4 for an appropriate cormecting path. . Since merely a

total of 70 % of the coimecting path 9 are momentarily occupied by the transmission

charmels VCI-A and VCI-B, the connecting path 9 still provides sufficient resources,

namely a sufficient bandwidth, for the desired connection request. As a result thereof.
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the switching equipment 1 can select the connecting path 9 as suitable connecting path

for the desired connection and, for example, allocates the transmission channel with

the "virtual channel identifier" VCI-G to the desired connection. The switching

equipment 2 is subsequently informed of the bits of information VPCI=9 and

5 VCI=VCI-G in the form of the first B-ISUP-forward message.

Subsequently, let it be assumed that the connection request at the switching equipment

would occupy, for example, 50 % ofthe bandwidth respectively available in total on

the individual connecting paths 9-15. In this case, the switching equipment 1 or,

1 0 respectively, its control means 6, on the basis of the bits of information deposited in

the storing means 6, cannot detect a suitable connecting path to an adjacent switching

equipment 2, 3, for which the switching equipment 1 has been configured as "assigning

exchange", namely for which the switching equipment 1 is authorized for providing a

transmission channel and for occupying bandwidth. As a result thereof, the switching

15 equipment 1 must act as "non-assigning exchange" and must inquire one of the

adjacent switching equipments 2, 3 about bandwidth. In order to select a suitable

switching equipment, the control means access the bits ofinformation deposited in the

storing means 16 (shadow bandwidth pool) and detect an adjacent switching

equipment 2, 3 that is highly likely to provide sufficient resources for the present

2 0 connection setup. As it has already been explained, merely the connecting paths of the

switching equipment 1, regarding which connecting paths the switching equipment 1 is

not authorized for allocating a transmission channel and for occupying bandwidth, are

considered in the storing means 16. In the present case, this is particularly the case

with respect to the connecting paths 12 - 15. According to Figure 1, it is stored, for

2 5 example, that 2 transmission channels VCI-C and VCI-D, which occupy a total of

90 % ofthe resources available on the connecting path 12, have already been allocated

by the switching equipment 2 for the connecting path 12. As a result thereof, the

connecting path 12 cannot be taken into consideration for the present connection

request. On the other hand, two transmission channels VCI-E and VCI-F, which
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momentarily merely occupy 30 % of the resources available on this connecting path,

have been allocated by the switching equipment 2 on the connecting path 13. The

control means 6 therefore recognize that the switching equipment 2 is Hkely to

provides sufficient resources (namely in the form of the connecting path 13) for the

5 pending connection request and therefore select the switching equipment 2 as

"assigning exchange" for the present connection request. Subsequently, the switching

equipment 1 transmits the B-ISUP-forward message lAM ("initial address message")

to the switching equipment 2, however, without transmitting an appropriate VPCI

information or VCI information at the same time. This occupancy message lAM is

1 0 subsequently evaluated by means ofthe switching equipment 2, and the switching

equipment 2 checks, on the basis of the bits ofinformation available to it about the

connecting paths 12, 13 for [...] it is configured as "assigning exchange", whether a

connecting path is, in fact, available that provides sufficient capacities or, respectively,

resources for the present connection request. When this is the case, the switching

15 equipment 2 allocates a transmission channel on a suitable connecting path to the

present connection request. In the present case, the switching equipment 2, for

example, can allocate a transmission channel VCI-G on the connecting path 13 . The

switching equipment 1, in the form of the first B-ISUP-retum message lAA ("initial

address acknowledgment"), is subsequently informed by means of the switching

2 0 equipment 2 regarding bits of information about the selected connecting path and the

allocated transmission channel, i.e. that the switching equipment 1 is informed of the

values VPCI=13 and VCI=VCI-G by means ofthe switching equipment 2. The bits of

information transmitted by means of the switching equipment 2 to the switching

equipment 1 also contain bits ofinformation about the resources occupied by the

2 5 selected transmission channel, so that the switching equipment 1 or, respectively, its

control means 6 can correspondingly update the bits of information deposited in the

control means 6.
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Should the switching equipment 2, contrary to the assumption of the switching

equipment 1, not be able to find an appropriate connecting path after receipt of a

corresponding request of the switching equipment 1, the connection request is rejected

by the switching equipment 2 in the form of the B-ISUP-retum message lAR ("initial

address rechecked"). In this case, the switching equipment 1 must select another

adjacent switching equipment, which is able to act as "assigning exchange", i.e. that a

re-routing is carried out.

Finally, it should be pointed out that, due to the reasons described in the beginning, the

switching equipment 1, which becomes active as "non-assigning exchange", is not

allowed to utilize the bits of information deposited in the shadow table ofthe storing

means 16 for purposes of accepting a connection and for purposes of allocating a

transmission channel. Exclusively the switching equipment, which is configured as

"assigning exchange" for the corresponding connecting path, is allowed to decide

about the allocation of a transmission channel and the occupancy of a bandwidth.



Switching equipment

Reference character list

1 - 3 switching equipment

4, 5 16 storing means

6 control means

7-15 connecting paths
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Patent claims

1 . Switching equipment (1) for a communication network, whereby the switching

equipment (1) is connected via at least one connecting path (9 - 15) to at least one

5 other adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) ofthe communication network, and

whereby the connecting paths (9, 15) connected to the switching equipment (1) are

divided into first (9 - 11) and second (12 - 15) connecting paths, whereby, when a

connection request is present, the switching equipment (1) is only authorized for the

first connecting paths (9 - 1 1) for allocating a transmission channel for this connection

1 0 request, whereas the adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) that is coimected to the first

switching equipment (1) via the corresponding second connecting path is authorized

for allocating a corresponding transmission channel for the second connecting paths

(12 - 15),

with first storing means (4) for purposes of storing bits of information about the firee or

15 occupied resources of the first connecting paths (9 - 11), and

with control means (6) in order to, on the basis ofthe bits of information stored in the

first storing means (4), detect a suitable first connecting path (9 - 11), which provides

suflBcient resources for the desired connection, when a connection request is present,

characterized in that

2 0 second storing means (16) are present for purposes of storing bits of information about

the fl-ee or occupied resources ofthe second connecting paths (12 - 15), and

that the control means (6) are fashioned such that they select an adjacent switching

equipment (2, 3) on the basis ofthe bits of information stored in the second storing

means (16) when a suitable first connecting path (9 - 11) could not be detected on the

2 5 basis of the bits ofinformation stored in the first storing means (4) given presence of a

connection request, which switching equipment (2, 3) is connected to the switching

equipment (1) via a second connecting path (12-15), which probably provides

sufficient resources for the desired cormection, and such that they transmit an inquiry

message to the selected adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) for purposes of allocating

3 0 a transmission channel for the desired connection.
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2. Switchittg equipment according to claim 1,

characterized in that,

the control means (6) are fashioned such that they, subsequent to the detection of a

suitable first connecting path (9 - 11), transmit bits ofinformation about the allocated

5 transmission channel for the desired connection and bits of information about the

detected connecting path (9- 1 1) to the adjacent switching equipment (2, 3), which is

coimected to the first switching equipment (1) via the detected first connecting path (9

-11).

10 3 . Switching equipment according to claim 2,

characterized in that

the control means (6) are fashioned such that they, when a first connecting path (9- 11)

with resources that are sufficient for the connection request could not be detected,

transmit the inquiry message for allocating a transmission channel for the desired

15 connection to the adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) in the form of a forward

message without bits of information about the connecting path or the transmission

channel.

4. Switching equipment according to one of the previous claims,

2 0 characterized in that

the control means (6) are fashioned such that they, subsequent to the inquiry message

to the adjacent switching equipments (2, 3) selected by the control means (6) and

subsequent to the allocation of a transmission channel by means ofthe adjacent

switching equipment (2, 3), renew the bits of information, which are stored in the

2 5 second storing means (6), on the basis of a confirmation message ofthe adjacent

switching equipment (2, 3), whereby the confirmation message comprise bits of

information about the transmission channel allocated by the adjacent switching

equipment (2, 3), about the resources occupied for the desired connection and about

the second connecting path (12 - 15) selected by means of the adjacent switching

3 0 equipment (2, 3).
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5. Switching equipment according to one of the previous claims,

characterized in that

the communication between the switciiing equipment (1) and the adjacent further

switching equipments (2, 3) of the communication network ensues via B-ISUP

5 signalization messages.

6. Switciiing equipment according to one ofthe previous claims,

characterized in that

third storing means (5) are provided for purposes of storing configuration data of the

10 switching equipment (1), whereby the configuration data prescribe, regarding the

switching equipment (1), which of the connecting paths connected to the switching

equipment (1) are first connecting paths (9 - 11), for which the switching equipment

(1) is authorized for allocating a transmission channel when a connection request is

present, and which of the connecting paths are second connecting paths (12-15), for

15 which the switching equipment (1) is not authorized, but for which a correspondingly

adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) is authorized for allocating a transmission channel

for the connection request.

7. Switching equipment according to claim 6,

2 0 characterized in that

the configuration data stored in the third storing means (5) prescribe to which adjacent

switching equipment (2, 3) the switching equipment (1) is to detect a connecting path

when a connection request is present.

25 8 . Utilization of a switching equipment according to one of the previous claims in an

ATM broadband communication network.
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Abstract

Switching equipment

5 Switching equipment for a communication network, whereby the switching equipment

(1) is connected via a plurality of connecting paths (9 - 15) to a plurality of adjacent

switching equipments (2, 3). The switching equipment (1) is authorized for allocating

a transmission channel and occupying corresponding bandwidth for a few of the

connecting paths (9 - 11) when a connection request is present, whereas the

10 correspondingly adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) is authorized for allocating a

transmission channel for the other connecting paths (12 - 15). The switching

equipment (1) comprises storing means (16) that contains bits of information about the

resources, which are allocated and occupied by the adjacent switching equipments (2,

3). When the switching equipment (1) is not able to select a suitable connecting path

15 (9 - 1 1), for which it is authorized for allocating a transmission channel, the switching

equipment (1), on the basis ofthe bits of information deposited in the storing means

(16), detects an adjacent switching equipment (2, 3) that is highly likely to be able to

allocate sufficient resources for the present connection request.

2 0 (Figure 1)
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Declaration and Power of Attorney For Patent Application

Erklarung Fur Patentanmeldungen Mit Vollmacht
German Language Declaration

Als nachstehend benannter Erfinder erklare ich hiermit

an Hides Statt.

dass mem Wohnsitz, meine Postanschrift, und meine

Staatsangehorigkeit den im Nachstehenden nach

meinenn Namen aufgefuhrten Angaben entsprechen,

dass ich, nach bestem Wissen der ursprungliche,

erste und alleinige Erfinder (falls nachstehend nur em
Name angegeben ist) oder ein ursprunglicher, erster

und IVliterfinder (falls nachstehend mehrere Namen
aufgefuhrt sind) des Gegenstandes bin, fur den dieser

Antrag gestellt wird und fur den ein Patent beantragt

wird fur die Erfindung mit dem Titel:

Vermittlunqseinrichtung

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that

My residence, post office address and citizenship are

as stated below next to my name,

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if

only one name is listed below) or an original, first and
joint inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the

subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent

is sought on the invention entitled

deren Beschreibung

(zutreffendes ankreuzen)

[S] hier beigefugt ist

n am als

PCT Internationale Anmeldung
PCT Anmeldungsnummer
eingereicht wurde und am
abgeandert wurde (falls tatsachlich abgeandert)

the specification of which

(check one)

i s attached hereto.

was filed on as

PCT international application

PCT Application No
and was amended on

(if applicable)

Ich bestatige hiermit, dass ich den Inhalt der obigen

Patentanmeldung einschliesslich der Anspruche

durchgesehen und verstanden habe, die eventuell

durch einen Zusatzantrag wie oben erwahnt abgean-

dert wurde

Ich erkenne meme Pflicht zur Offenbarung irgendwel-

cher Informationen, die fur die Prufung der vorliegen-

den Anmeldung in Einklang mit Absatz 37, Bundes-

gesetzbuch, Paragraph 1.56(a) von Wichtigkeit sind,

an.

Ich beanspruche hiermit auslandische Prioritatsvor-

teile gemass Abschnitt 35 der Zivilprozessordnung der

Vereinigten Staaten, Paragraph 119 aller unten ange-

gebenen Auslandsanmeldungen fur ein Patent oder

eine Erfindersurkunde, und habe auch alie Auslands-

anmeldungen fur ein Patent oder eine Erfindersurkun-

de nachstehend gekennzeichnet, die ein Anmelde-

datum haben, das vor dem Anmeldedatum der

Anmeldung liegt, fur die Priontat beansprucht wird.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the

contents of the above identified specification,

including the claims as amended by any amendment
referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which

is material to the examination of this application m
accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal

Regulations, §1. 56(a)

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35,

United States Code, §119 of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and

have also identified below any foreign application for

patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date

before that of the application on which prionty is

claimed'

Form PTO-FB-240 (8-83)
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Prior foreign appplications

Prioritat beanspruclit

German Language Declaration

Priority Claimed

198 10 559.2
(Number)
(Nummer)

Germany 11. Marz. 1998
(Country)

(Land)

(Number)
(Nummer)

(Country)

(Land)

(Number)
(Nummer)

(Country)

(Land)

(Day Month Year Filed)

(Tag Monat Jahr eingereicht)

(Day Month Year Filed)

(Tag Monat Jahr eingereicht)

(Day Month Year Filed)

(Tag Monat Jahr eingereicht)

m
Yes
Ja

No
Nein

Yes
Ja

No
Nein

Yes No
Ja Nein

ich beanspruche hiermit gemass Absalz 35 der Zivil-

prozessordnung der Verelnigten Staaten, Paragraph
120, den Vorzug aller unten aufgefuhrten Anmel-
dungen und falls der Gegenstand aus jedem
Anspruch dieser Anmeldung nicht in einer fruheren
amerikanischen Patentanmeldung laut dem ersten
Paragraphen des Absatzes 35 der ZivilprozelSordnung
der Vereinigten Staaten, Paragraph 122 offenbart ist,

erkenne ich gemass Absatz 37, Bundesgesetzbuch|
Paragraph 1.56(a) meine Pflicht zur Offenbarung von
Informationen an, die zwischen dem Anmeldedatum
der fruheren Anmeldung und dem nationalen oder
PCT internationalen Anmeldedatum dieser Anmel-
dung bekannt geworden sind.

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35. United
States Code. §120 of any United States application(s)
listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each
of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the
prior United States application in the manner provided
by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code,
§122, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material
information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal
Regulations, §1. 56(a) which occured between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or
PCT international filing date of this application

(Applicator! Serial No.)

(Anmeldesenennummer)

(Application Serial No.)

(Anmeldeseriennummer)

(Filing Date)

(Anmetdedatum)

(Filing Date)

(Anmeldedatum)

(Status)

(patentiert, anhangig,

aufgegeben)

(Status)

(patented, pending,

abandoned)

(Status)

(patentiert, a

aufgeben)

(Status)

(patented, pending,

abandoned)

Ich erklare hiermit, dass alle von mir in der vorliegen-
den Erklarung gemachten Angaben nach meinem
besten Wissen und Gewissen der vollen Wahrheit
entsprechen, und dass ich diese eidesstattliche Erkla-
rung in Kenntnis dessen abgebe, dass wissentlich und
vorsatzlich falsche Angaben gemass Paragraph 1001,
Absatz 18 der Zivllprozessordnung der Vereinigten
Staaten von Amerika mit Geldstrafe belegt und/oder
Gefangnis bestraft werden koennen, und dass derartig
wissentlich und vorsatzlich falsche Angaben die Gul-
tigkeit der vorliegenden Patentanmeldung oder eines
darauf erteilten Patentes gefahrden konnen.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of
my own knowledge are true and that all statements
made on information and belief are believed to be
true, and further that these statements were made
with the knowledge that willful false statements and
the like so made are punishable by fine or
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18
of the United States Code and that such willful false
statements may jeopardize the validity of the
application or any patent issued thereon.
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German Language Declaration

VERTRETUNGSVOLLMACHT: Als benannter Erfinder

beauftrage ich hiermit den nachstehend benannten

Patentanwalt (oder die nachstehend benannten
Patentanwalte) und/oder Patent-Agenten mit der

Verfolgung der vorliegenden Patentanmeldung sowie

mit der Abwicklung aller damit verbundenen
Geschafte vor dem Patent- und Warenzeichenannt;

(Name und Regisfrationsnummer anfOhren)

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I

hereby appoint the following attorney(s) and/or

ag6nt(s) to prosecute this application and transact all

business in the Patent and Trademark Office

connected therewith (list name and registration

number)

And I hereby appoint

Messrs John D. Simpson (Registration No. 19;842} Lewis T. Steadman (ILflZ^, William C. Stueber (16,453'|, P. Phillips Connor (19,259'). Dennis A. Gross
(24,410) Marvin Moody (16.549) . Steven H. Noll,(28^^), Brett A. Valiquet (27,841), Thomas I. Ross (29,275), Kevin W Guynn .(29;927), Edvuard A. Lehmann
(22 312), James D. Hobart (24.149). Robert M. Barrett (30,142), James Van Santen (16^84], J. Arthur Gross (13,615) , RiohafJT^Sctiwarz (13,472) and
MelVin A Robinson (31_,870), David R. IVletzger_g2,919), John R. Garrett (27,888) airTtiembers of the firm of Hill, Steadman & Simpson, A Prof^ional
Corporation. '

""~ '

Telefongesprache bitte richten an

(Name und Telefonnummer)
Direct Telephone Calls to. (name and telephone

number)
312/876-0200

Ext.

Postanschrift' Send Correspondence to;

HILL, STEADMAN & SIMPSON
A Professional Corporation

85th Floor Sears Tower, Chicago, Illinois 60606

Voller Name des einzigen oder urspriinglichen Erfinders:

BRILL, Arno

Full nanne of sole or first inventor.

Unterschrift des Erfinders - Datum Inventor's signature Date

Wohnsrtz >^^
D-81377 Munchen, Germany '

Residence

Staatsangehorigkeit

Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Citizenship

Postanschrift

Cimbernstr. 89/1

Post Office Addess

D-81377 Munchen
Bundesrepublik Deutschland

Voller Name des zw/eiten Miterfinders (falls zufreffend): Full name of second joint inventor, if any:

Unlersohrift des Erfinders Datum Second Inventor's signature Date

Wohnsitz Residence

staatsangehorigkeit Citizenship

Postanschrift Post Office Address

(S/rte entsprechende Informationen und Unterschriften im

Falle von dritten und weiteren Miterfindern angeben).

(Supply similar information and signature for third and
subsequent joint inventors).
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